Si/plast Pro Color Finish is a pigmented multi-component, fast-curing PMMA resin used as a finish layer in Terapro and Terapro VTS Waterproofing and Surfacing Systems. Pro Color Finish can be used in combination with various surfacing aggregates in Terapro applications to achieve interesting aesthetic effects and improve slip resistance. Additionally, Pro Color Finish can be used as an optional finish layer for Parapro Roof Membrane and Parapro 123 Flashing applications. Available in the 16 colors shown below.

Pro Color Finish incorporates UV-stable pigments that help resist fading in harsh sunlight. The color palette includes options appropriate for standard traffic and safety markings as well as decorative applications that can transform plazas, balconies, and walkways – quickly! Typical Pro Color Finish applications are rainproof in 30 minutes, and stress-resistant in 2 hours.

To request a physical sample, please contact your Siplast Representative.

NOTE: The color samples on this guide may not precisely match their physical equivalents. Always refer to physical samples before making your color choices.